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EXPERT IN HOSPITALITY SUPPLIES

Since 1999, Pavelinni has not only been expanding its range of leather hospitality accessories,  
but also increasing its personalisation and colour options.

Taking a fresh look at innovation within the hospitality sector, Pavelinni brings aesthetic enrichment to hospi-
tality businesses with an eye for detail. Style, functionality and durability are the three main pillars taken into 

account during product development.

In our own workshops, Pavelinni products are made and strictly controlled to high quality standards, ensuring  
perfection in each unique product. Each product can be personalised with high-quality embroidery or other  

techniques such as flexprint.

In addition to our leather catering accessories, we have a wide range of eco-leather products. Our table acces-
sories such as table runners, placemats, cutlery covers, etc. are made of eco-leather, which is an easy-care and 

highly  
durable material. They are not only a stylish option, but also budget-friendly. Moreover, these products are 

available in an extensive range of colours, allowing us to create a stylish harmony for any catering establish-
ment. 

This catalogue provides a complete overview of Pavelinni’s hospitality accessories including leather hospitality 
accessories, aprons and table accessories. The handy colour chart at the back helps you choose the perfect 

shade for your table runner or placemat. You can easily purchase all Pavelinni’s hospitality accessories through 
our  

webshop and various hospitality wholesalers.

Dominik Katza
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Who doesn’t love dining at a beautifully set table? With Pavelinni products, this has 
become easier than ever before. Our product line offers endless possibilities for combining  
table runners, placemats, bread baskets, and utensil holders to create the desired atmosphere.  
With over forty colors to choose from, there’s always a perfect match for any interior.

Pavelinni offers the option to personalize each product with a name or logo. 
Our embroideries are carefully crafted in our own studio, where all dimensions 
and quantities are possible.

 |  6

The benefits of our products go beyond aesthetics alone. The eco-leather we use is dirt-repellent and 
extremely easy to maintain. With a gentle cloth and our freshly scented and hygienic cleaning spray, 

expensive dry-cleaning costs and stubborn stains are permanently a thing of the past.

With Pavelinni, creating a beautiful and personalized table environment becomes easier than ever 
before. Explore the possibilities and indulge in stylish and effortless table dressing.
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            personalizable dirt-repellent non-slip double-sided
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SINGLE-SIDED

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK
PERSONIZABLE WITH 

EMBROIDERY

DOUBLE STITCHING

COLOR OF CHOICE

31 CM X 41 CM  | 30 CM X 45 CM

STANDARD SIZES

UV- RESISTANT

ROUNDED  
CORNERS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES,  
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR THIS.

AVAILABLE PER PIECE

DOUBLE-SIDED

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK
COLOR OF CHOICE 

31 CM X 41 CM  | 30 CM X 45 CM
STANDARD SIZES

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES,  
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR THIS.

BLACK TEXTILE  
BACKGROUND

PERSONIZABLE WITH 
EMBROIDERY

DOUBLE STITCHING

UV- RESISTANT

ROUNDED 
 CORNERS

AVAILABLE PER PIECE

DOUBLE-SIDED

MIX & MATCH 



VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK
COLOR OF CHOICE 

31 CM X 40 CM
ELLIPSE

BAGUETTE OVAL

PERUZZI GEO

MARQUISE

37 CM X 45 CM 32 CM X 44 CM

37 CM X 44 CM 37 CM X 45 CM

37 CM X 45 CM

Our Ovum-line consist of nine exclusive 
double-sided shapes and is specially 
designed to take your dining  
experience to the next level! 
Whether you have a round table or any 
other shape, our placemats fit perfectly 
and add a touch of elegance. 

With a single stitching on the edges are 
stylish, durable and customisable.  
Those are the three main features of all 
our eco-leather placemats. 

Mix & Match the colors to create a fun 
and vibrant atmosphere, perfect for 
any season and occasion. 
  
What’s more, our placemats are uv- 
resistant, so they keep their color even 
when exposed to the sun.  
In addition to their aesthetic proper-
ties, our placemats are also hygienic 
and easy to clean.  
Just wipe with a cloth and our  
pavelinni spray, and your placemats 
will look like new again. 

OVUM- LINEPL
AC

EM
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S
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DOUBLE-SIDED

MIX & MATCH 
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DROP

ORGANIC

SPHERE

30 CM X 45 CM

37 CM X 45 CM

34 CM X 34 CM
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SINGLE-SIDED

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK
CUSTOMIZABLE  

WITH  EMBROIDERY

DOUBLE 
 STITCHING

COLOR CHOICE

100 CM X 45 CM  | 120 CM X 45 CM
STANDARD SIZES

UV- RESISTANT

ROUNDED  
CORNERS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES,  
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR THIS. 

AVAILABLE PER 

DOUBLE-SIDED

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK
COLOR CHOICE 

100 CM X 45 CM  | 120 CM X 45 CM
STANDARD SIZES 

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CUSTOM SIZES,  
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR THIS. 

BLACK TEXTILE 
 BACKGROUND

CUSTOMIZABLE  
WITH EMBROIDERY 

DOUBLE  
STITCHING

UV-RESISTANT

ROUNDED  
CORNERS

AVAILABLE PER 

DOUBLE- SIDED

MIX & MATCH 
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NAPKIN RING

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK

UV-RESISTANT

4 CM - 6 CM

CUSTOMIZABLE 

VELCRO CLOSURE

BREAD BASKET

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK

UV-RESISTANT

CUSTOMIZABLE

DOUBLE- SIDED

14 CM | 21,5 CM

TA
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COASTER

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK

UV-RESISTANT

10 CM - 10 CM

CUSTOMIZABLE

DOUBLE-SIDED

CUTLERY POCKET

VINTAGE | CLASSIC | METALIK

UV-RESISTANT

9 CM - 21 CM

CUSTOMIZABLE



2APRONS
APRONS THAT CONNECT THE WORLD 
 
In the world of hospitality in which we are all a part, our aprons connect continents, cultures, peoples, religions and  
languages. Food and drinks are universal connectors. Every individual on this planet comes into contact with  
the hospitality industry.

When visiting any catering establishment, high culinary expectations are taken for granted, but often the  
importance of the appearance of the serving staff is overlooked. This is where Pavelinni offers great added value. Our catering 
aprons are an extension of the image of the establishment and the style of the kitchen.  
With our aprons, we want to merge the artistic world of the chef with the presentation of the serving staff:  
Aprons That Connect The World. Together with four chefs, Pavelinni takes you on a journey around the world.  
Each chef has developed his favourite apron, so that the apron matches the style of their cuisine and the image of their res-
taurant. The result is remarkable. Our expertise in manufacturing, combined with their practical experience in the hospitality 
industry, has resulted in three contemporary lines of aprons.  
The name of each line is linked to a culinary city close to each chef’s heart. Thus, our world tour starts in Tongeren and we make 
three stops in Barcelona (JO), Copenhagen (DIMITRY), San Sebastian (JAN) and Berlin (AXEL) respectively.

  |  19
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DImensions: 40 cm x 65 cm
APRON | BEAPR

dimensions: 100 cm x 75 cm
APRON | BAAPR

Dimensions: 100 cm x 75 cm

dimensions: 40 cm x 65 cm
SHORT WAIST APRON | BAM

dimensions: 80 cm x 80 cm
LONG WAIST APRON | BAT

BERLIN

35% cotton, 65% polyester

BARCELONA

SHORT WAIST APRON | BEM

CHOCOLAT | CHOM02

BLUE | BLUM02

BLACK | BLKM08

OLIVE | OLIVE

BLUE | ROYAL

PURPLE | AUBERGINE

OLIVE | OLIVE

BLUE | ROYAL
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NAVY | NVYA44

BEIGE | BEIM02

KOPENHAGEN

dimensions: 40 cm x 65 cm

SAN SEBASTIAN

SHORT WAIST APRON | SAM
dimensions: 75 cm x 90 cm

LONG WAIST APRON | SAT
dimensions: 100 cm x 70 cm

APRON | SAAPR

dimensions: 40 cm x 65 cm
SHORT WAIST APRON | KOM

dimensions: 80 cm x 80 cm
LONG WAIST APRON | KOT

dimensions: 100 cm x 70 cm
APRON | KOAPR

SAND | SNDA44

CHOCOLAT | CHOM02

BLUE | BLUM02

NAVY | NVYA44

BLACK | BLKM08

SAND | SNDA44

GREY | GRYM03

RED | REDM08

BLACK | BLKM08
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“Berlin is a city that’s alive and
  focuses on rejuvenation.
  Very appealing to chefs.”

AXEL COLONNA-CESARI  CENTPOURCENT

BERLIN

The aprons are high quality, beautifully designed and match Centpourcent perfectly. 
 They have a minimalist design with an eye for detail. Moreover, they are light and do  
not put pressure on the neck. This is important to me and many other chefs. 
If you put 10 aprons side by side, I would pick this one out immediately.

An apron is like a part of ourselves. My choice of my uniform, including apron alongside the 
chef’s jacket, is of great importance. Many chefs these days work in open kitchens, where 
people see us at work. It is crucial that we look stylish and neat, in line with the look of the 
restaurant.

Centpourcent, a gourmet restaurant in Sint-Katelijne-Waver, immediately captured a Michelin 
star in its inaugural year in 2011. Chef Axel Colonna-Cesari is the driving force behind this 
culinary masterpiece, together with his partner Anneleen Soethaert.

35% cotton, 65% polyester

customizable with flexprint

dimensions: 35 cm x 65 cm

BLUE 
ROYAL

APRON SHORT WAIST APRON

dimensions: 100cm x 70 cm

OLIVE 
OLIVE

PURPLE 
AUBERGINE
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“Barcelona is a place where I feel good.
  it’s a spot where I can connect with myself 
  on a culinary level.”

JO GROOTAERTS - ALTER

Chocolat 
CHOM02

BARCELONA

The way Jo Grootaerts from Alter handles attention and his staff is reflected in his kitchen. 
 “My cooking style is very no-nonsense. What you see is what you get. No hidden techniques. 
Everything is pure. In the kitchen, we don’t concern ourselves with things we shouldn’t.  
I find that important.”

The kitchen is his territory, but the chef is also concerned and involved in all the other 
aspects that come with a Michelin-starred restaurant. Like the attire of the front-of-house staff.  
“A beautiful apron contributes to the establishment’s image. When I have to come to the table 
for the guests, I also want to look presentable. That’s part of gastronomy. 
 
The image needs to be consistent in every aspect. People should think,  
‘Wow, they all look neat.’ They should see that we pay attention to every detail.  
I am very satisfied with the end result of my apron. Very beautiful, sleek, and modern. 
It’s not a traditional server’s apron and it fits perfectly with Alter’s interior.”

35% cotton, 65% polyester

customizable flexprint
dimensions: 40cm x 65 cm

Blue 
BLUM02

Black
BLKM08

SHORT WAIST APRON  LONG WAIST APRON APRON

dimensions: 80cm x 80 cm
dimensions: 100cm x 70 cm
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“In San Sebastian, the blend 
 between the ‘ordinary’ cuisine  
 in the old city area and the 
 michelin-star level in the new             
 part strongly appeals to me.”

JAN MENTEN - DE MIJLPAAL

Sand 
SNDA44

SAN SEBASTIAN

Jan Menten of De Mijlpaal only works with top-quality products. “Price is not important.  
We have a real product-focused kitchen. Product and flavor are very important.  
That’s how I build our kitchen. And a good sauce, that’s where my strength lies.  
Fantasies come in third place for me.”

“I find our San Sebastian apron line very rejuvenating, and the colors match the restaurant.  
A restaurant where the staff wears nice aprons usually also serves good food. It sends a signal.  
A beautiful apron immediately creates a positive image and also reveals that people are 
concerned with much more than just food.”

35% cotton, 65% polyester

customizable with flex-
dimensions: 40cm x 65 cm

Grey 
GRYM03

Red 
REDM08

SHORT WAIST APRON LONG WAIST APRON APRON 

dimensions: 75 cm x 90 cm
dimensions: 100cm x 70 cm

Navy 
NVYA44

Black
BLKM08
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“In Copenhagen, there’s a high level of        
professionalism in the hospitality industry. 
Someone from the front-of-house can be in 
the kitchen and vice versa.”

DIMITRY LYSENS - MAGIS

Sand 
SNDA44

KOPENHAGEN

For Dimitry Lysens of Magis, gastronomy is purely about the plate:  
good food and good wines. “There obviously needs to be something spectacular 
 happening on my plate, but not overly complicated. Simplicity enhances the dishes.  
That’s the art. My cuisine is as close to the basics as possible, but I still have to meet  
certain expectations. Extremes are not part of that in Flanders.”

“Everything starts with friendliness in service. From the moment people walk in,  
this should be radiated. In achieving this atmosphere, Pavelinni’s aprons help.  
Aprons also aid in better explaining the idea and concept of the restaurant.  
Moreover, the aprons need to be coherent with the interior and the dishes.  
The better these fit together, the more pleasant it is for the people,” concludes Dimitry.

35% cotton, 65% polyester

customizable with flexprint
dimensions: 35 cm x 65 cm

Beige 
BEIM02

Chocolat 
CHOM02

SHORT WAIST APRON LONG WAIST APRON APRON 

dimensions: 88 cm x 80 cm
dimensions: 100cm x 70 cm

Blue 
BLUM02

Navy 
NVYA38

Black
BLKM08
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ATTA

Introducing our ATTA aprons, following the motto  
‘Less is More’ - the perfect choice for waiters, servers, 
and bar or kitchen staff! These aprons are short, 
flexible, and simply perfect.

These aprons radiate elegance and simplicity, with a 
single color that matches any style. Whether you 
choose black, beige, blue, or another color, they 
provide you with a professional appearance.  
Moreover, they are crafted from high-quality materials 
that ensure durability, making them resilient even in 
the most demanding work environments. You can trust 
that these aprons will last long and maintain their 
shape and color, even after countless washes.

And they are practical too! The ATTA aprons feature 
convenient pockets for storing pens, orders, notebooks, 
a wine opener, and so much more.  
Everything you need is within reach.

SHORT WAIST APRON

BLUE | BLUE

GREY | GRY

BROWN | BRN

BORDEAUX | BOR

BLACK | BLK

BEIGE | BEI

AP
RO

NS
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WALLET

WALLET

DC01659FBL | BLACK

DC01659EBL | BLACK

WALLET

DC01874ABL | BLACK

WALLET

DC01966ABL | BLACK

WALLET

DC01503BBL | BLACK

compartments 4 | one zipper 
17 x 11,5 x 3,5 cm |  velcro closure

coin holder option

compartments 5 |  one zipper 
19 x 12 x 3 cm |   velcro closure  

coin holder option

compartments 6 |  two zippers  
17 x 9 x 3,5 cm |  three stage lock

compartments   5 | two zippers
20 x 10,5 x 3 cm |   headlock

compartments 4 | one zipper 
17 x 13 x 3,5 cm  |   headlock 

coin holder option

DC01588ABL| BLACK

WALLET

compartments 4 | 10,5 x 18 x 1 cm 
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DC02175ABL| BLACK

DC02179ABL | BLACK

WAIST BAG

WAIST BAG

compartments 6 | one zipper 
19 x 12 x 3 cm | coin holder option

compartments 6 |  two zippers 
23 x 12 x 3 cm | coin holder option
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DC07115ABL | BLACK 

DC02173ABL | BLACK

DC2170ABL | BLACK

IPAD HOLSTER

WIPER HOLSTER

PDA HOLSTER
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BELTBR

BELT

BELTBL 

BELT

OC00900ABL 

COIN HOLDER
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PDA-HOLDERCLOTH HOLDER 

DC07132ABR | BROWNDC07131ABR | BROWN
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DC07133ABR | BROWN DC07130ABR | BROWN
L: 10CM H:14 CM D:4 CM

IPAD HOLDER

L: 14,5 CM H:17 CM D:4 CM

IPAD HOLDER

L: 14,5 CM H:17 CM D:4 CM

DC07106ABR | BROWN

DC07107FBR | BROWN

DC07108ABR | BROWN

DC07109ABR | BROWN

DC07114ABR | BROWN

WALLET

WALLET

WALLET

WALLET

 6 compartments | 18 x 10,5 x 1 cm 

PDA HOLDER

2 compartments   |  14 x 27 x 2 cm 

4 compartments | one zipper 
19 x 10 x 2 cm  |   belt | velcro closure

6 compartments | 2 zippers  
19 x 10,5 x 4 cm  | belt |  headlock

6 compartments | two zippers 
18 x 10 x 3 cm  |   three stage lock
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DC07130ABL | BLACK   DC07133ABL | BLACK

DC07132ABL | BLACK

PDA HOLDERCLOTH HOLDER 

L: 10CM H:14 CM D:4 CM

IPAD HOLDER

L: 14,5 CM H:17 CM D:4 CM

IPAD HOLDER

L: 14,5 CM H:17 CM D:4 CM

DC07131ABL | BLACK
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 6 compartments | 18 x 10,5 x 1 cm 

2 compartments   |  14 x 27 x 2 cm 

4 compartments | one zipper 
19 x 10 x 2 cm  |   belt | velcro closure

6 compartments | 2 zippers  
19 x 10,5 x 4 cm  | belt |  headlock

6 compartments | two zippers 
18 x 10 x 3 cm  |   three stage lock

DC07106ABL | BLACK

DC07107FBL | BLACK

DC07108ABL | BLACK

DC07109ABL | BLACK

DC07114ABL | BLACK

WALLET

WALLET

WALLET

WALLET

PDA HOLDER
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R 
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Design your unique table accessories and aprons with ease at My Pavelinni!

Personalise placemats, cutlery bags, table runners and bread baskets entirely to your liking. The best part? 
 You can order from as little as 1 piece and benefit from our extensive colour options. 
 
At My Pavelinni, you can choose from as many as 41 colours! Discover the benefits of our high-quality eco-leather 
products. They are not only stylish and durable, but also easy to clean. And it gets even better! 
 
Our eco-leather products can even be made two-coloured, giving you endless possibilities to take your table setting 
to the next level. Give your table setting a unique look with the combination that fits your style perfectly. 
For embroidering your logo/name, we charge a set-up fee of €65.  
The final price depends on the number of stitchings,. 

In addition to eco-leather products, we also offer the option of flex print aprons. Choose your desired design 
and add your logo or text to give a personalised touch to the aprons.

MY
 PA

VE
LI

NN
I

CUSTOMIZABLE WITH EMBROIDERY 
Placemats | Table runners | Cutlery bags | Breadbaskets 

CUSTOMIZABLE WITH FLEXPRINT
Aprons | Hospitality clothing 

MY
 PA

VE
LI
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I
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To fully enjoy our products, we offer some useful tips for maintaining your table runners, placemats, and accesso-
ries.

Table Runners, Placemats, and Accessories:

Cleaning Spray 
Use our special cleaning spray to maintain Pavelinni’s eco-leather products effectively. This spray provides deep 
cleaning and care for the product, ensuring it stays fresh and clean.

Regular Cleaning  
After each use, we recommend cleaning your item. Avoid using products that contain corrosive elements.

Removing Wrinkles 
If you notice wrinkles in your Pavelinni table runners, you can easily smooth them out.  
Place a damp towel over the table runner and iron it at a low temperature. Over time, as the table runner or 
placemat lies on the table, the wrinkles will naturally disappear.

Using a Washing Machine 
 It’s possible to wash your Pavelinni table runner and/or placemat in the washing machine. However, avoid using 
the spin cycle, as it may damage the fabric.  
Keep in mind that a longer drying time may be required after washing.

By following these simple maintenance tips, you can ensure that your Pavelinni products remain in optimal  
condition, allowing you to enjoy their elegance and durability for years to come.

MA
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CLASSIC

K01 • ABACA K02 • RIVA K03 • TERRA

K04 • TUNDRA K06 • SMOKED

K08 • CANE

K10 • EQUATOR

K07 • GRANIET K09 • HAVANNA

K05 • COGNAC

R04 • BISQUIT

R08 • PALAZZO

R13 • PLUM

R05 • SAHARA R12 • CARMINE

R14 • IMPERIAL

V01 • LILY

L05 • ABRUZZO N11 • NIGHT

L07 • CAYENNE

N09 • RUBYN13 • CREAM N08 • TARTUFO

N20 • UMBRA S06 • AGAVEN21 • CLAY

S12 • KARMA

V03 • PULSE

A01 • IVORY

V04 • ALMOND V06 • CALAMINE V15 • MINERAL V14 • ACQUA

V16 • STONE 0500 • DARK BLUE

2021 • FOREST 
GREEN

V05 • HAMPTON

VINTAGE 
M

ETALIK 

COLOR CARD

COPPER BRONZE GUNMETAL

Choose your color Choose your own color for each side from our wide range of options



 

Prinsenweg 9 bus 25 l 3700 Tongeren l Belgium

www.pavelinni.com

R

@pavelinni 

@pavelinni 

info@pavelinni.com


